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JUDGMENT

The brief fact leading to the prosecution of above named accused 
person is that on 22-07-12 @8-00 pm  the accused named above wrongfully 
restrained the victim and assaulted by beaten up voluntarily with a rod and 
threatened him to kill. This is the case.
 

An FIR was   lodged before the Uluani police station.  Seen the 
F.I.R. A case was registered by Police and after investigation police submitted 
charge Sheet  u/s 341/325/506 of I.P.C by investigating officer .

The accused person, in response to the process issued to them, 
appeared before the court. Particulars of offences  u/s 341/325/506 of I.P.C 
are read over and explained to the accused to which they pleaded not guilty 
and claimed to be tried, after copies were handed over and hearing both sides .

The prosecution side has examined seven witnesses in support of 
its case. The statement u/s 313 CrPC is recorded  .The defense case is total 
denial and adduced no evidence in defence.  .  Heard arguments of both sides.

Whether the accused wrongfully restrained the victim on that day ?

Whether the accused voluntarily caused hurt to the victim?
Whether the accused committed criminal intimidation by threatening him to kill?

To arrive at a just decision on the points referred above, let the 
evidence on the record be examined. The prosecution side, to establish the 
culpability of the accused, victim has to be examined .   I have gone through 
the same carefully.

In her deposition pw1 ,  Dhrubajyoti  Bora stated that one year 
before he argued with the accused’s son in law at Noltoli Bazar. He also stated 
that when he wanted to leave the place the accused had beaten him with a 
rod. Blood oozing out.  And he felt  unconscious. He also stated that in the 
incident he lost Rs 10000/- and one gold chain.

THE POINTS FOR DETERMINATIONS

THE DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF



Pw2, Dipak Bora,  the informant stated that on that day @ 6-30 pm he was 
informed over telephone that  a fighting took place between the accused and 
his brother . after reaching the place he has seen that his brother was brought 
to the Pharmacy by a constable. and some of  his friend told him that his 
brother was beaten by the accused. Ext1 is the FIR.

Pw3, Bablu Saikia stated that the accused had beaten the victim with a torch. 
He had brought the victim to the Pharmacy. 

Pw4, Jukti Saikia, stated that the accused had beaten the victim with a torch 
and brought the victim to the Pharmacy.

Pw5, Bosanta Borah, stated that he has not seen the incident.
Pw6, Dr M Hazarika, stated that on 22-07-12 at 09-15 pm he has examined 
victim Dhruba jyoti Bora. Ext 2 is the injury report.

Upon careful analysis of the evidences on record it appears that in the whole 
incident pw1 and pw2 had said that the accused used a rod to beat the victim. 
But other eye witnesses said that the accused had beaten the victim with a 
torch. Where as pw1 and pw2 is  the victim as well  as the informant. The 
weapons by which accused had made injury to the victim is not clear the whole 
scenario is doubtful. As the victim himself stated that he was unconscious after 
the attack the later portion he had explained in his deposition is also doubtful. 
In his examination in chief pw1 stated that one constable had brought the 
victim to the Pharmacy. But the other witnesses stated that they themselves 
brought the victim to the Pharmacy. In the whole evidences on record all the 
facts stated are doubtful  having different ingredients.  Prosecution failed to 
bring home the charges beyond all reasonable doubts.  The ingredients of the 
charges are not attracted against the accused.

 Therefore I  have reached the inescapable conclusion that the charges u/s 
341/325/506  of IPC is not established.

                                                  ORDER

The accused person, Naba Kt Baruah is therefore acquitted of 
charges u/s 341/325/506 of IPC and set at liberty forthwith. Bail bond shall be 
extended upto six months from today.     

Dictated under the seal of the court and bearing my signature on 
this 29-01-16
 

(PRANAB SARMA, AJS)
SDJM

      Kaliabor ,Nagaon



 
  

Appendix

Name of Prosecution Witnesses : Pw1 Dhruba jyoti Borah
Pw2 Dipak Borah
Pw3 Bablu Saikia
Pw4Jukti Saikia
Pw5 Basanta Borah
Pw6 Dr M Hazarika
Pw7 Ajoy Dasgupta

Name of Defence Witness: None

Exhibits:

Ext1 FIR
Ext2 injury report
Ext3 Sketch Map
Ext4 CS
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